


Writers of the future…
Writing has the potential to unlock so many doors. It’s a vehicle for communication, collaboration, 

connection and creativity and needs to be present in every nook and cranny of the curriculum. 

Children need to become confident writers in order to succeed in every walk of life; not only throughout 
their education. Even in this technological age, writing remains an essential life skill. 

With writing flowing through them, children can develop critical thinking skills, express themselves in a 
myriad of ways and also possess the power to share their thoughts and inspirations with whoever they wish. 

There really is a writer in all of us…. 



Let them write…
I aim to explore how we can create authentic and engaging 

writing experiences with children while simultaneously 
embedding key strategies in order to develop accuracy and allow 
progress through each stage – or WHEN individual children are 

ready. 

We need to place great emphasis on modelling ‘good’ writing 
whilst also allowing children time to practise, consolidate & 

improve their writing development at every opportunity.  

French And Saunders - Mothers and Kids - video Dailymotion

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x38oaxb


Writing MUST be…

FunEverywhere

IrresistibleDesirablePurposeful

Engaging 

A choice

Inevitable Exciting Meaningful 

Accessible



There is language in all 
children - we need to 

cultivate this and build up on 
what they already know. Teach 

new words, model how to 
recount, ask questions about 

language every day…

Expressing yourself 
through writing is a skill 
and a gift. Children are 

primed to play with words 
and language. 

Communicate ”Writing floats on a sea of talk” – James Britton 



Think aloud / Shared Writing 
Talk through the process. ACT it out.

Where does the next letter go? 
Where do I go for help? 
What could I add here? 

Oh I wish I knew another word for BIG?
Where can I find a spelling?

When you write – you explain decisions you are 
making in your head.   

The children soon begin to 
develop independence. 

Ideas and support becomes 
internal – inner voice. 

Model the 
thought process

Be a learner 
alongside them



Fine Motor Skills 
When children using tweezers, squishing playdough or threading pasta onto 

string, they are strengthening their hand muscles in order to correctly 
hold their pencil.  Young children need opportunities to build their physical 

strength and control in the core, upper body, hands and fingers. 



Gross Motor Skills 
When children are swinging from ropes, jumping over 

boxes or climbing up the climbing frame, they are 
building up their shoulder strength needed to become 

writers. 



Mark Making 
When children are painting, chalking, spraying and 

printing, they are experimenting with mark making, 
creating symbols and conveying their own messages 

and ideas. 



Letter Formation 



Letter Formation 



Letter Formation 



Letter Formation 



Pencil Grip 

https://mylittlelearner.co.uk/blogs/blog/pencil-grip


Progression Model 

HOW

Start 
The vast majority will access the learning and ‘have a go’.  
For others, give support, let them practise, revisit and give them time in order to develop confidence 
& let them master a task.  
Think - Where do they need to go next – Watch! We can see who has got it and making good progress. 
We can see who is hesitant and needs more help or needs to have alone time to consolidate and revisit.  

End Goal 

How to engage 
and support! 



Curriculum 
What has your EYFS TEAM decided that YOUR children in YOUR setting need to learn and the sequence 
that they need to learn it in? Don’t run before you can walk!  Build those firm foundations!  Your own 
baseline will have given you the information that you need…take it from there.  

Other 
Side

Starting points WILL differ

Revisit and repeat!
Challenge is GOOD but do revisit and reassess often 



Sequence

Ascribes meaning 
from the marks 

they make 

Uses groups of 
letter-like shapes 

when writing 

Writes for a range 
of different 

purposes in all 
areas of the 
provision / 
Represents 

phonemes when 
they write 

Segments CVC 
words and uses 

appropriate 
phonemes to write 
words / matching 

spoken sounds 

Writes simple 
sentences that can 

be read by 
themselves and 

others- some 
words are spelt 

correctly 

Children who are not yet ready to write need support with their physical and 
communication skills. As an EYFS, you know what these next steps are to 
individual success.  Sequence is key here. 

Engages in creating 
marks for a purpose / 

to communicate
Recognises and 

writes familiar letters 
and numbers – in 

their name 

Uses key features 
of narrative when 
they write. Spells 

phonetically 
regular words: 

writes own stories, 
cards conveying 
their own ideas. 

Happiness;
Feel settled, 

confident, able to 
express feelings….

Fine motor skills – 
strengthen the 

body! Prepare the 
muscles! 

Make random 
marks in paint, 

shaving foam, pens 
etc…  Enjoy these 
opportunities to 

express themselves 

Engages in mark 
making in their 
play / free time

Mark making 
shows variation in 

shape and form 



Your Role 
To inspire others to write, you MUST be inspired yourself. 
Inspiration is infectious. The writing ‘ideas’ and inspiration that 
you and your staff team give to children is central to their 
rising confidence and independence. 

Being a learner alongside children allows them to see that we 
can all get better at something if we try our best, that we 
shouldn’t give up when something is difficult and also that 
others around us (alongside quality resources) can inspire us 
to succeed. They will need time and freedom to consolidate 
learning and to enjoy practising something that’s new to them. 



Your Role 
Adults should be interacting when the time is right, in natural 
ways: listening, conversing and modelling rich vocabulary. 
Those children who haven’t had the same life/educational 
experiences as others will need more instruction than others. 
Children should be guided in the areas where they need 
support and YOU as the professional knows HOW and WHEN to 
do this. 

When children are watching you write and model writing 
naturally (with joy) each day, they are realising that  there 
are numerous occasions in our lives when we NEED to write –
it’s a very useful skill! The importance and ‘coolness’ of 
language needs to be evident. 



Read, read, read, read
When children are listening to stories, adapting plots and talking about events and 
characters, they are making connections in their own minds and linking real life and 
imaginative ideas. This will inspire them to create their own stories and explore new 
words with curiosity. When you read to children, you show that print carries meaning. 



Stationery
What’s more exciting than new stationery! 

chalks

gel pens

crayons

highlighters

easels
wallpaper

notebooks

felt tips

writing paper



The Environment
The classroom setting must provide opportunities for purposeful writing each and 
every day and in every location. 

When children have access to a wide range of quality resources, different surfaces 
to write on, different implements to make marks with, alongside wonderful ideas 
and variety of words that are in their head… they will write.

Children must possess the drive and confidence to write within all areas of the 
curriculum because this has been modelled and encouraged at every stage. 

Children are writing in the moment because they WANT to and their efforts are 
acknowledged and celebrated. 

Progress is explicit! You can FEEL it and SEE it! 



Pride of Place
Children’s height, children own it… A place to publish! 



Clipboard Challenges



Use the room 



Start with a spark 
We must reignite this spark at every opportunity through 
celebration, new experiences, praise, publishing, sharing, 
inventing and learning together. 

All children WILL become writers. It is up to us what that 
journey looks like in Reception – we are the lucky ones who pave 
the way and set those firm foundations. 



Create Ambience 
✓ Create the scenario, set the mood for the writing lesson! 
✓ Add props, sound effects and visuals along the way and 

make the children become immersed in the moment! 
✓ Add mystical music; spooky music for a haunted house 

theme, magical upbeat music for a fairy tale or under the 
sea music for an ocean themed adventure story.



Inspire to write on a theme 



The Senses



Inspire to write on a theme 



Not Static! 



REAL instructions for REAL activities, notice boards, floor books, diaries, news reports, lists, 
birthday cards, menus, adverts, documentaries, gift tags, story books, well done messages, 
questions, parking fines, doctors surgery notes, fact sheets, score sheets, top trumps, songs, 
certificates, rotas….. 

Start with a spark – Context is key! 

How-to-make-origami-paper-Rose-from-tissue[www.savevid.com].mp4
CHEESE SANDWICH INSTRUCTION VIDEO.mp4
Cruise Miles TV Advert December 2014.mp4
WOODLICE INVESTIGATION YEAR 2 VIDEO.wmv
BLUE WHALE VIDEO.mp4


Post box 



Problem Solving 



Challenge 

Problem 
Solving

Application



Motivational Messages



Texts 

https://mrsunderwood.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Slide2.jpg
https://mrsunderwood.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Slide5.jpg
https://mrsunderwood.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Slide3.jpg
https://mrsunderwood.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Slide4.jpg


Writing Frames / Prompts 



Vocabulary vault 
The foundation of all exciting 
writing is a broad and rich 
vocabulary.  It is vital for children 
to be exposed to inspiring words 
and phrases at every opportunity 
and this only comes to life if 
vocabulary is a real focus 
throughout their education. Look 
for every opportunity to 
introduce new words by describing 
the world around you. 



Making mark s



Writing in Provision 



Spelling / Keywords



Foundations into year one….









High expectations 



Wow!



Be confident enough to know that writing is 
something that children will choose to do! 
You just need to provide the spark, the 
imagination and the environment in which it 
will happen  - naturally, during children's 
play. 



A CHILD MUST

KNOW THAT

THEY ARE A

MIRACLE

VALUE

CHILDREN FOR

WHO THEY ARECHILDREN

ARE PEOPLE

TO BE

UNFOLDED

CHILDREN

MUST CLIMB

THEIR OWN

MOUNTAINS

IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE

THE WORLD, PICK UP YOUR

PEN AND WRITE

A WRITER IS WORKING

WHEN THEY ARE

STARING OUT THE

WINDOW

CELEBRATE WRITING

AT EVERY STAGE! CHOICE & 
DECISION 

MAKING

You become 
what you 
believe!

And finally…. 

…Thank you

Purpose 
Priority

Praise
Practise
Publish
Power
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